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-
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80 points total

m (dv/dr) _ ma (1)

(coefficient) * (normal force)
Newtons (2)

3'

:

(.04) (7) +(.38) ((7) (9.g))

:26.34g

Although the force applied to each person is equal in magnitude, if they
have
different masses, then their accelerations will also be different (F-ma).
Since they both start at rest and accelerate for the same short
dme, their
final speeds must also be different. Alternate explanation: Since the
force
applied to each person is equal in magnitude, the change in
momentum will

(Ap:Fnt). However, if their masses
velocities musr also be different (p:mv). (3)
be the same

4'
5.

are different, their final

Newton's three laws of motion were first compiled in his book, philosophia
Naturalis Principia Mathematica or Mathematical principles of
Natural
Philosophy in 1 68Z. (l;0.5 each for text and year)
First Law: rope will stay in the same place until the tugging starts (
in
which case new force is introduced); Second Law: one can measure

6.

team,s
force that they can puil the rope based on their body masses
and the
acceleration that they are causing the rope to move at; Third
Law: team
pulls the rope toward themselves with a certain amount of
force and the
opposing team is also putting force on the rope. The same
amount of force is
applied from the ground to the people as they are putting
on the ground.
A: sratic; B: kinetic (2)

7'

v(5'5) : 3.03, a(5.5)

:

-.25;The speed is decreasing ?t r: 5.5 since velocity
and acceleration have different signs. (3; 1 each answer;
1 for answer)
8- a)7-426 seconds; b)30.+to m/s;c)103.g52 meters (6;2 points
each)
9. a) Jerk (1); b)Cururt,rr. br Concavity (1)
1 0. a) v ry=viy* ay*t: -T
.5m/ s -T .sm/ s * (-9.gm/ sz) *t, t = 1 .53 1 seconds; b)
x:vix*t+ 0.5 *a**t2' x: 1 3m/s* 1.53 I s +0.5 *0* (1.53 1 s)2 : 1 9.9m;
c) y:v1r*t
+ 0. 5 *ay* t2 : y :T .5m/ s" L 53 1 s + 0. 5 * (_9. gm
/ rr) "( 1. 53 ls)z _22.97 m (6; 2
points each)

I
11.

Height: Y: 1 /2"

(8-3):20.725

72.vr:
13. ve

:

+vi *t +f; , yi -y-1 /2* a* t2 -vi* t: (-0. 5) - (-g. g 1 ) * (3r) m; Acceleration: -9.81 m/s2 (4)
a* t2

n2 + 2 . a. d) (1)
-v/3, vs : 2v/9, vc : |v/g @)

sqrt(vo

74. 52.245 meters (2)
7s. 787 .se

IQ)

h:36 L2am Q)
77.f -52,0001/0/2*39,000kg); v:1.63 m/s (2)
18. W-KE:F*d, KE:m*a*d, v2:vs n2+2*a*d, ve:0, a:v2/(Z"d), KE:m*v2/
16.

(2.d) *d.:Vz*m*v2 (3)

19. Surface effect ship; More resistant to slipping;

Ability to use water jets for

propulsion (3)
20.1: Propellers; Z: Air; 3: Fan; 4: Flexible Skirt (4)
21. Use annular ring to maintain cushion; Use a successful skirt; Demonstrate
practical vehicle in continued use (3)
22-Bertin was an advocate of the "multi-skirt" approach, which used a number
of small cylindrical skirts instead of one large one (fixed problem caused by
high skirt design) (2)
23. One; additional thrust for propulsion (2)
24. SR.NI - SR.N6 crafts (t)
2s. .0s5 m3 (2)
26' a) A: TirrbulenU B: Laminar (2); b) Ratio of inertial force to shearing
force of
a,fluid (2); c)Lower Reynolds number (1)
27 'The Navier-stokes equation accounts for viscous fluids,
while the Euler
equations assume that the fluids are inviscid. (Z)

28' Newtonian fluids' viscctsity remains constant d6spite the
shear stress that it
undergoes whereas Non-Newtonian fluids exhibit change
when shear stress
is applied to it. Examples: euicksand, silly putty, roorhpasre,
cosmetics,

butte4 cheese, etc. (3)

29.T:0.149 N (2)
30. 0.2 m 9(2)

